
Flowerpot Cannibal
Instructions No. 1642

Discover here the winning idea of Moni - our 2nd place of the VBS The cheeky flower pot cannibal will certainly bring good humour to any
garden.

The figure consists of 3 large Terracotta pots, which are stacked after
painting to a large body with head. From 2 small Terracotta-pots each, the
arms are created.

First paint a large pot with a great native mask - according to your personal
taste. Big eyes, scary teeth, a colorful crown can be individually painted with
permanent marker pens. Then make the finished painting weatherproof with
a Protective varnish . Also paint the " upper body" accordingly.

Before the big pots are glued together, next paint the small arm-Terracotta-
pots with a light blue stripe or other own patterns. Pull a strong Ribbon
approx. 100 cm long Ribbon or a Cord through the pots. So that the
Terracotta-arms hang well later, each arm is fixed at the bottom with a Pearl
- just lead the Ribbon back through the bottoms of the pots and knot both
ends firmly. 

Now put the pot figure together. Glue "lower body" and "upper body" together
with effect Glue - this adhesive effect of the transparent gel takes some
time, for this it is especially good! Put the Ribbon with the Terracotta-
sleeves now between body and head shape, stick them together with Effekt
Glue. 

The bast skirt is made very quickly by knotting many small natural bast
strands on a thread (long enough to be wrapped around the body later).
Simply "hairdress" them to the same length with scissors. 

As a special something you can for example make a barrier for your figure
with a round stick and aluminium foil. Finally the head only is still planted
and receives so its "hair".

Article number Article name Qty
571647-03 Terracotta potsInside-Ø 3 cm, 10 pcs. 3
571647-06 Terracotta potsInside-Ø 6 cm, 10 pcs. 1
650984 Natural bast, natural colour 1
567732-08 POSCA Marker PC-3MWhite 1
567756-01 POSCA Marker PC-8KDark Green 1
567756-03 POSCA Marker PC-8KLight blue 1
567725-07 POSCA Marker PC-1MCBlack 1
567725-05 POSCA Marker PC-1MCYellow 1
567725-02 POSCA Marker PC-1MCRed 1
567725-12 POSCA Marker PC-1MCOrange 1
563123-02 Aluminum craft foilSilver/Silver 1
671644-01 Nymo yarnBlack 1
110891-10 VBS Effect Glue100 ml 1
756235-02 Clear varnish-Spray, 400 mlSilkmatt 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/vbs-effekt-glue-a66170/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/natural-bast-natural-colour-a27876/
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